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Abstract
Objectives: The purpose of this study was to optimize image reconstruction conditions
for brain

18

F-FDG,

11

C-PiB,

18

F-florbetapir and

18

F-flutemetamol PET imaging with

Discovery-690 PET/CT for diagnosis and research on Alzheimer’s disease (AD) based
on the standard imaging protocols and phantom test procedures and criteria published
by the Japanese society of nuclear medicine (JSNM). Methods: A Hoffman 3D brain
phantom and a cylindrical pool phantom were scanned according to the JSNM
procedure, and the reconstruction conditions (iteration, subset, post-filter) were
optimized so that the images satisfy the JSNM criteria regarding spatial resolution
(FWHM ≤8mm) and gray/white matter contrast (%contrast ≥55%) on the Hoffman
phantom and uniformity (SD of small ROIs ≤0.0249) and image noise (coefficient of
variation ≤15%) on the pool phantom. Human images were acquired with

18

F-FDG

(15-min scan starting at 30 min post injection [p.i.] of 185 MBq), 11C-PiB (20-min scan
starting at 50 min p.i. of 555 MBq), 18F-florbetapir (10-min scan starting at 50 min p.i.
of 370 MBq) and 18F-flutemetamol (30-min scan starting at 90 min p.i. of 185 MBq) on
1 or 2 subjects for each tracer and reconstructed with thus determined conditions to
evaluate the image quality visually. The effect of reconstruction parameters on the
standardized uptake value ratio (SUVR) was also evaluated on 5 amyloid positive and 5

4
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negative PiB images. Results: A sufficient image quality was obtained at an iterative
update (product of iteration and subset) of 64 for

18

F-FDG. The same reconstruction

parameters with an additional Gaussian filter of 5 mm FWHM was optimal for 11C-PiB,
18

F-florbetapir and

18

F-flutemetamol to achieve the phantom criteria. Those optimal

reconstruction conditions were confirmed with human images. The SUVR value was
stable over a wide range of iterative updates around the optimal parameters both for
positive and negative amyloid images. Conclusions: Optimal image reconstruction
conditions were determined for brain

18

F-FDG and amyloid PET imaging with

Discovery-690 PET/CT for diagnosis and research on AD based on the JSNM phantom
criteria. This supports feasibility of the phantom criteria for standardization and
harmonization of brain 18F-FDG and amyloid PET for multi-center studies.
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Introduction
Brain PET imaging with 18F-FDG and amyloid tracers is useful for early and/or
differential diagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) [1]. Amyloid brain PET is also used
for screening and evaluation of responses to treatment in clinical trials of AD
therapeutics [2]. The United States (US) Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has
approved

three

β-amyloid

agents,

i.e.

18

F-florbetapir,

18

F-flutemetamol

and

18

F-florbetaben [3–6], while 11C-PiB has been universally used for research [1,7]. Those

amyloid tracers in general accumulate in pathological cortical β-amyloid plaques and
non-specifically in the white matter, but present various amount of brain uptake
according to the tracer characteristics and injection activity [3]. The value of
standardized uptake value ratio (SUVR), which is frequently used to measure of
β-amyloid deposition, also depends on the tracer [3].
Physical quality of PET images such as image resolution and noise depends on
the PET camera model, having various intrinsic resolution and sensitivity, as well as on
the reconstruction conditions, which include reconstruction parameters and post-filter.
Image quality may affect visual interpretation of the images and also influences
quantified values such as 3-dimensional stereotactic surface projection (3D-SSP)
statistical analysis of

18

F-FDG PET and SUVR of amyloid images [8]. Therefore, in

6

7

multicenter clinical studies, participating PET centers are requested to test their PET
cameras with the phantoms to determine the reconstruction conditions applicable to the
PET camera and to confirm the image quality obtained with the PET camera on site [8–
10].
An iterative reconstruction method is generally used for image reconstruction
of brain PET with

18

F-FDG and amyloid tracers although filtered back projection

method is still used [5]. Parameters of the iterative reconstruction, including the number
of iterations and subsets, and the post-filter substantially affect the image quality and
might ideally be determined by a phantom experiment that imitates the amount and
distribution of radioactivity in the human PET scans. Optimization of reconstruction
conditions is required to obtain better image quality as well as to harmonize quantitative
metrics among different PET cameras [11,12]. However, few studies evaluated the
effect of the reconstruction conditions in brain PET imaging. Furthermore, dedicated
PET cameras have been used in many of previous brain PET studies, and few data have
been reported regarding the reconstruction conditions for new generation PET/CT
cameras, which are spreading to the PET community but are oriented to whole-body
oncology

18

F-FDG-PET and may lack consideration for brain imaging [13–15].

Optimization of reconstruction conditions for new generation PET/CT cameras should

7

8

18

be important to make

F-FDG and amyloid PET a universal tool because use of PET

will increase in the clinical practice on AD in the future.
In the US and Japanese Alzheimer’s disease neuroimaging initiative (ADNI
and J-ADNI) multi-center study [8,10], the reconstruction parameters were determined
based on the experiments with the Hoffman 3D brain phantom so as to achieve a certain
level of image quality and resolution (<8 mm FWHM) [16,17]. The J-ADNI followed
the reconstruction parameters for the camera models used in the ADNI project of US if
they are used in both of them, but optimized the parameters by themselves for those
PET cameras only used in J-ADNI [8,10,16]. Recently, the J-ADNI team planned
another multi-center study project, which would cover more PET camera models for
standardization and harmonization. To facilitate harmonization between different
camera models, the Japanese Society of Nuclear Medicine (JSNM) issued “Standard
PET imaging protocols and phantom test procedures and criteria” based on the J-ADNI
criteria [18]. This phantom test procedure is becoming the standard of brain PET
imaging method in Japan, as the Japanese regulators recommended conforming to the
society guideline when they approved a synthesizing device of an amyloid PET tracer.
In this study, we determined optimal reconstruction conditions for brain
18

F-FDG,

11

C-PiB,

18

F-florbetapir and

18

F-flutemetamol PET based on the JSNM
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phantom test procedures by using a Discovery-690 PET/CT. We then visually evaluated
the human brain PET images acquired with

18

F-FDG,

11

C-PiB,

18

F-florbetapir and

18

F-flutemetamol and reconstructed with the conditions optimized with the phantoms.

The quantitative effect of the reconstruction parameters on the SUVR of the human
11

C-PiB images was also evaluated.

Materials and Methods
PET/CT Scanner Specifications
A Discovery-690 PET/CT unit (GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, WI) was used for
all PET imaging in this study [19]. This PET scanner comprised a total of 13,824 LYSO
crystals with dimensions of 4.2×6.3×25 mm3, covering an axial field-of-view (FOV) of
15.7 cm and a transaxial FOV of 70 cm in diameter. The PET component consists of 24
rings of detectors with 576 crystals per detector ring. The coincidence time window was
4.9 ns. The sinogram binnings for 3D acquisition were 381 radial bins and 288
projection-angle bins. The PET data were acquired in 3-dimensional (3D) mode with
acceptance of ±23 planes, and reconstructed with the 3D ordered subsets expectation
maximization (OSEM) algorithms. A 2D Gaussian filter and a “standard” Z-axis filter
were used as a post-smoothing filter. Neither point-spread function (PSF) nor

9
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time-of-flight (TOF) reconstruction was used in this study as they were not used in the
ADNI 2 study [20]. PSF and TOF are useful for oncology whole-body FDG-PET
because they improve image quality and lesion detectability. However, the utilities of
PSF and TOF were not established for brain PET. Review article written by Rahmim et
al. reported that PSF causes edge artifact and challenges quantitative accuracy [21]. On
the other hand, Bettinardi et al. [19] reported that the effect of TOF is relatively small
for brain PET because the TOF gain depends on object size [22,23]. The image matrix
was 128×128 with a 2.00 mm pixel size. The display FOV was 25.6 cm. The PET image
slice thickness was 3.27 mm. CT scan for attenuation correction was performed using
the following parameters: 120 kV, 40 mA, 0.5-s tube rotation, and 5-mm slice
collimation.

Phantom Study
Data acquisition. A Hoffman 3D brain phantom (Data Spectrum Corporation,
Hillsborough, NC) and a cylindrical pool phantom (Itoi Factory Inc, Kobe, Japan) were
used in the phantom study according to the JSNM phantom test procedures. The
Hoffman phantom realizes the 4:1 ratio in the apparent “gray matter” to “white matter”
activity concentration [24]. The cylindrical pool phantom is made of acrylic resin and
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accommodates 16 cm inner diameter and 30 cm inner length. First, the Hoffman
phantom was filled with an 18F solution of 20 MBq at the start of emission scan and was
scanned for 30 min in list-mode, together with the uniform cylindrical pool phantom
containing 80 MBq of an 18F solution placed 30 cm apart from the end of the Hoffman
phantom on the bed out of the field to simulate body activity. Second, the cylindrical
pool phantom was placed alone at the center of FOV and scanned for 30 min in
list-mode starting at the activity of 40 MBq.
Data processing. Table 1 shows the JSNM standard imaging protocols and the
modified protocols adopted in our study using the Discovery-690 scanner. JSNM states
that the scan time is changeable according to each study protocol and performance of
the PET camera and may be determined based on the phantom study [18]. In this study,
we shortened the emission scan durations of 18F-FDG and 18F-florbetapir PET according
to the sponsor of the corresponding human study written below (Table 1). Table 1 also
shows the estimated whole brain uptake for each tracer [10,25–27], based on which
JSNM phantom procedures were determined. The 30 min acquisition list-mode data
were sorted so as to extract data of various count statistics corresponding to each tracer
as shown in Table 2 so that the decay-incorporated product of activity and scan time
(number of disintegration) would be equal to the human protocol. Considerations were
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also given to physical decay and branching fraction of 11C and 18F. The difference in the
activity between the human brain and phantoms would not affect the results,
considering the count-rate performance of the Discovery-690 scanner. The phantom
images were reconstructed using OSEM with variable number of iterations (1~16) and
subsets (4~24). A Gaussian post-filter was applied having FWHM of 0~8 mm.
Image Analysis. Image quality was assessed according to the JSNM phantom test
procedures to obtain four physical indicators, and the influence of reconstruction
parameters was evaluated. The four physical indicators were image spatial resolution,
gray-to-white contrast, uniformity, and image noise, all of which were selected as
essential image quality for brain

18

F-FDG and amyloid PET imaging [18]. PMOD

ver3.4 software (PMOD group, Switzerland) was used to analyze both visually and
quantitatively to derive the four physical indicators: spatial resolution and contrast
(%contrast) based on the Hoffman phantom image and uniformity (SDuROImean) and
image noise (coefficient of variation; CV) based on the uniform cylindrical phantom
image.
Spatial resolution was estimated from visual similarity between the Hoffman
phantom image and the digital phantom obtained from the vendor treated with a 3D
Gaussian filter of various FWHMs [24].
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To derive %contrast, first, the Hoffman phantom image was co-registered to the
digital phantom using normalized mutual information method implemented in PMOD
software. Then, the JSNM region of interest (ROI) template, which had been created to
cover gray matter and white matter regions of the Hoffman phantom, were applied to
the co-registered PET image [18,28]. The ROI template covered the regions
characterized by frequent deposition of β-amyloid plaque in the Alzheimer pathology.
The %contrast was calculated as follows:
%contrast = [(GMP/WMP - 1) / (GMd/WMd - 1)] × 100 (%) (1)
where GMP and WMP were ROI average activity of the gray matter and white matter on
the phantom PET image, and GMd and WMd were ROI average value of the gray matter
and white matter on the digital phantom image, respectively.
For uniformity evaluation, 17 circular ROIs of 500 mm2 (uROI) were placed on
the central slice and on slices ±40 mm apart from the central slice (a total of 51 uROIs)
for the pool phantom image with scan duration of 30 min. Because we want to minimize
the effect of noise, phantom image of the maximum scan duration was used instead of
extracted data from the list-mode acquisition. The SDuROImean was calculated as follows:
1

SDuROImean = √𝑛 ∑𝑛𝑖=1(

𝑢𝑅𝑂𝐼𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛,𝑖
𝑢𝑅𝑂𝐼𝑇𝑂𝑇

− 1)2

(2)

where uROImean is the mean activity of uROI (n=51) and uROITOT is the average of the
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51 uROImean.
For image noise evaluation, a circular 13-cm-diameter ROI (nROI) was placed
on the center of the pool phantom image. The CV was then calculated as follows:
CV = SD/nROImean × 100 (%)

(3)

where SD is the standard deviation of nROI activity and nROImean is the mean of nROI
activity.
The measured physical indicators were compared with the JSNM image quality
acceptance criteria presented below.


Spatial resolution: 8 mm FWHM or better spatial resolution in the Hoffman 3D
brain phantom



Contrast: 55% or better %contrast in the Hoffman 3D brain phantom



Uniformity: SDuROImean ≤ 0.0249 in the uniform cylindrical phantom, which
corresponds to 95% of the uROImean being distributed within 1.00±0.05 assuming
normal distribution.



Image noise: CV ≤ 15% in the uniform cylindrical phantom

Optimal reconstruction parameters and post-filters were determined that satisfied the
above criteria.
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Evaluation of Human Image Quality Based on Phantom Optimization
As an exemplification of the phantom optimization, image quality was visually
evaluated on a few representative human brain PET images of the four tracers that had
been acquired in other research projects according to the imaging protocols shown in
Table 1 and were reconstructed with the conditions optimized in the present phantom
study.
Profile of human images. PET images of a total of 7 subjects obtained with the
Discovery-690 scanner were evaluated: 1 with
18

F-florbetapir and 2 with

18

F-FDG, 2 with

11

C-PiB, 2 with

18

F-flutemetamol. The 2 subjects for each amyloid tracer

injection were composed of 1 positive and 1 negative subject. The 7 subjects had been
enrolled in other clinical studies and trials that had been approved by the ethics
committee or the institutional review board of our institute, and all had signed an
informed consent. The

18

F-FDG images had been acquired on a 32-year old normal

subject in an investigator-sponsored study of our own program. The 11C-PiB images had
been acquired on normal and AD subjects in another investigator-sponsored study. The
18

F-florbetapir and

18

F-flutemetamol images had been acquired on normal and AD

subjects in the respective phase-II clinical trial of a PET diagnostic tracer sponsored by
AVID/Eli Lilly and GE Healthcare, respectively. The use of those human images for the

15
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present study was retrospective, and its results did not influence in any way the original
clinical research and trials or further therapeutic decision making. The imaging protocol
for each tracer is shown in Table 1. The human PET images were reconstructed with the
optimal conditions determined by the present phantom study and the images were
interpreted by 2 nuclear physicians regarding the quality and the presence of abnormal
accumulation [29,30].

Effect of Reconstruction Parameters on Quantitative SUVR in

11

C-PiB Human

Brain Imaging
Image Acquisition. The effect of reconstruction parameters on the quantitative
SUVR measurement in

11

C-PiB images was evaluated on a total of 10 subjects (mean

age, 69.8±9.3 y) who had undergone MRI and 11C-PiB PET/CT in another study project.
The original clinical study had been approved by the ethics committee, and all subjects
had signed an informed consent form. The present data analysis was retrospective, and
did not influence the original study or any further therapeutic decision making. The
clinical diagnoses for these patients had been Alzheimer’s disease (n = 1), mild
cognitive impairment (MCI) (n = 5) and healthy control (n = 4). The mini mental state
examination (MMSE) [31], which is 30-points neuropsychological test used extensively

16
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in clinical and research settings to measure cognitive impairment, had been 21.0 for the
AD patient, 26.2±1.60 for the MCI patients and 29.8±0.43 for the healthy control
subjects (mean±SD).
The MRI data had been acquired on the 1.5 Tesla SIGNA EXCITE (GE
Healthcare, Milwaukee, WI). Axial T1-weighted 3D-SPGR images had been acquired
with the following parameter: TE/TR, Min/23.0 ms; slice thickness, 2.0 mm; FOV, 22.0
cm; number of slices, 80; bandwidth, 20.83 Hz; flip angle, 30°.
All patients had received an intravenous injection of 578.4±21.7 MBq (range,
543.5–624.5 MBq) of 11C-PiB followed by a 3D emission scan of 20 min starting at 50
min post injection on the Discovery-690 scanner. For the present data analysis, the
reconstruction parameters were varied so that the iterative updates (product of iterations
and subsets) ranged from 4 to 128, and a 5mm-FWHM Gaussian post-filter was applied,
whereas the original study had adopted 4 iterations, 16 subsets, and 5 mm FWHM
Gaussian.
Image Analysis. Using PMOD ver3.4 software, probability maps of gray matter
(GM) and white matter (WM) were calculated based on the individual 3D MR image.
Then, the PET image of each subject was rigidly aligned to the MR image using the
normalized mutual information method, and the stereotactic transformation between the

17
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subject MR and the standard Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) template was
performed

to

spatially

volume-of-interest

(VOI)

normalize
template

individual
of

PET

and

MR

images.

The

automatic-anatomic-labeling-merged

(AAL-merged) atlas defined in PMOD was transformed into the subject PET images
using the inverse transformation. The mean activities in the following regions were
obtained: precuneus posterior cingulate, frontal cortex, lateral temporal cortex, parietal
cortex, and cerebellar cortex. The SUVR was calculated as the average of each regional
activity normalized by the mean activity of the cerebellar cortex.

Results
Phantom Study
Uniformity only slightly varied depending on the reconstruction parameters
and strength of the post-filter, and satisfied the JSNM criteria in all reconstruction
conditions. The uROImean distributed within 1.00±0.05 and SDuROImean was 0.0116 under
the optimized reconstruction condition determined below.
The spatial resolution correlated with %contrast and strongly depended on the
reconstruction parameters and the post-filter. Because the spatial resolution achieved the
JSNM criteria (≤ 8mm FWHM) whenever the %contrast satisfied the criteria, the results

18

19

of the spatial resolution were presented only for the optimal reconstruction conditions as
determined below.
Fig. 1AB shows the %contrast and CV as a function of the number of iterative
updates (product of iterations and subsets) computed on the phantom images acquired in
the condition of each tracer. The phantom images for the three amyloid tracers, but not
for

18

F-FDG, were treated with a post-filter of 5 mm FWHM Gaussian, which was

determined as described below. The %contrast increased as the number of iterative
updates increased, but approached a plateau after 60 updates for all tracers. The CV,
representing image noise, increased as the iterative updates increased as a trade-off
between %contrast and CV, but was well below the JSNM criteria below 80 updates.
Based on these results, we chose the iterative updates of 64 (4 iterations and 16 subsets)
as the optimal reconstruction parameters, with which both %contrast (59.2% to 65.9%)
and CV (6.5% to 10.7%) satisfied the JSNM criteria (≥55% and ≤15%, respectively) for
all tracers.
Fig. 1CD shows the effect of the post-filter on the %contrast and CV at
iterative updates of 64. As the strength of the filter increased, both %contrast and CV
decreased. Sufficient %contrast was obtained at 6 mm or less FWHM. Sufficient CV
was also obtained for the phantom image for

19

18

F-FDG without Gaussian filter. On the

20

other hand, acceptable CV was obtained at 4 mm or stronger post-filter for amyloid
tracers including

11

C-PiB. Therefore, we chose 5 mm FWHM Gaussian post-filter for

the three amyloid tracers, considering the balance between %contrast and CV.
In summary, sufficient image quality was obtained at iterative updates of 60 to
80 without post-smoothing in the phantom images for brain

18

F-FDG PET. An

additional Gaussian filter of 4 to 6 mm FWHM was suitable for the phantoms images
representing 11C-PiB, 18F-florbetapir and

18

F-flutemetamol for amyloid imaging. Based

on these data, we determined the following parameters as the optimum condition: 4
iterations, 16 subsets without post-filter for 18F-FDG and the same reconstruction with a
post-filter of 5 mm FWHM Gaussian (Fig. 2). On the other hand, both of spatial
resolution and SDuROImean were satisfied with the criteria if the images were
reconstructed with the optimal conditions. The number of iterations and subsets were all
the same on all tracers for practical reasons. The four physical indicators on all images
met the JSNM criteria when the above optimal reconstruction conditions were used.

Clinical Study for Image Quality
Fig. 3 shows representative human brain images acquired with
11

C-PiB,

18

F-florbetapir and

18

18

F-FDG,

F-flutemetamol specified in Table 1 and reconstructed

20

21

with the conditions determined by the present phantom study. The display condition for
18

F-florbetapir and

18

F-flutemetamol images followed the guideline information by the

vendor of each tracer [29,30]. All images were of sufficient image quality for diagnosis
of positive or negative deposition according to the 2 nuclear physicians.
The effects of the number of iterations and subsets on the 11C-PiB-PET images
of a positive case are shown in Fig. 4. As the number of iterative updates increased, the
image contrast increased and the image noise worsened.

Clinical Study for Quantitative Assessment
Fig. 5 shows SUVR as a function of the number of iterative update for the
11

C-PiB PET images of the 10 subjects. For the updates under 30, SUVR slightly

increased as the iterative updates increased for the positive subjects. On the other hand,
for the negative subjects, the SUVR slightly decreased as the iterative updates increased.
The SUVR was almost stable in case of 50 iterative updates or higher irrespective of
positive or negative deposition, although image resolution and noise were variable.

21
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Discussion
In this study, we evaluated image quality and determined optimal image
reconstruction conditions for brain

18

F-FDG and amyloid PET imaging with

Discovery-690 PET/CT camera and demonstrated applicability of the JSNM phantom
criteria to the camera model. We confirmed the quality of the human images with
18

F-FDG, 11C-PiB, 18F-florbetapir and 18F-flutemetamol acquired and reconstructed with

the optimized conditions. We also found that SUVR, a quantitative metric of amyloid
deposition, was stable with a wide range of reconstruction parameters for human
11

C-PiB images if the quality of the phantom image tested under those reconstruction

parameters satisfied the JSNM criteria. These results indicated applicability of the
JSNM phantom criteria to optimization of reconstruction conditions for brain

18

F-FDG

and amyloid PET imaging.
Our spatial resolution estimation method is similar to the “high frequency
correction” of Joshi, et al [9] except that we use visual similarity while they used least
squares, and the JSNM phantom test procedure adopts visual similarity. We think that
visual similarity would be more robust to noise and that it would better deal with actual
research and clinical situations, where visual image interpretation is essential. As a
matter of fact, visual similarity (and least squares as well) is influenced by factors other

22

23

than resolution, such as scatter and noise. This may be one of the reasons that the
estimated resolution in Fig 2 does not match the formula of the root of sum of squared
FWHM’s [9]. In addition, the formula assumes that the image point spread function is
Gaussian, which is not exactly true in actual PET images.
The scan time for

18

F-FDG and

18

F-florbetapir was 30 min and 20 min in the

JSNM standard, but was shortened to 15 min and 10 min, respectively, in the present
study according to the clinical study protocols, the images of which were evaluated in
the present study. The JSNM standards allow adjusting the scan time according to the
clinical study protocol and depending on the intrinsic performance of the PET camera as
long as the phantom data satisfy the criteria. The present results indicated that sufficient
quality was obtainable with the shortened scan time using the Discovery-690 PET/CT
camera. This agrees with the JSNM statement that the standards and phantom criteria
may be updated in the future when old cameras are replaced by newer models having
better intrinsic performance [18].
Reconstruction conditions determine the balance between image spatial
resolution and noise, which are both important factors for visual quality and quantitative
capability in brain

18

F-FDG and amyloid PET images [9]. Image noise can be

suppressed at the sacrifice of deteriorating image resolution either by reducing the

23
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iterative updates or by applying a stronger post-filter. While optimum reconstruction
conditions depend on the count statistics and therefore on the tracer, we decided on the
same iterative updates for the four tracers for simplicity and adjusted the noise for the
three amyloid tracers using a post-filter in the present study. An alternative might have
been using different iterative updates for each of the four tracers. Since

18

F-FDG and

amyloid scans are often performed together, our simplification approach may help avoid
mistakes in the PET data reconstruction.
We found that sufficient image quality was obtained at the iterative update of
60~80 with OSEM in the present study. Furthermore, image noise deteriorated but
contrast only slightly increased as the iterative update increased at more than 60 updates.
We decided on iteration=4 and subset=16, which is the set of parameters used by many
investigators that makes the iterative updates of 64 [32,33], because smaller number of
iterations and larger number of subsets make the computation faster than the other way
round.
The present study also examined the effect of reconstruction conditions on the
SUVR of

11

C-PiB images and found stability of the value over a wide range of

reconstruction conditions around the optimum condition. This suggests that SUVR is a
robust measure of the cortical uptake of amyloid tracer and is less sensitive to image

24
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resolution and noise. This supports the validity of SUVR in multicenter studies, which
is used for evaluation of treatment response as well as an aid to visual interpretation of
positivity/negativity [5,34,35].
In multicenter studies on the brain

18

F-FDG and amyloid PET [2,8,36], the

central PET imaging core lab usually takes charge of the image quality control and
determines acquisition and reconstruction conditions for each PET camera based on the
phantom tests on site [8]. However, the phantom criteria and the details of the actual
acquisition and reconstruction conditions for each participating PET camera are usually
not published, especially in industry-sponsored clinical trial. The ADNI and J-ADNI
team has published such detailed information of their studies [16,33,37], which was of
great use when JSNM committee determined the phantom criteria. In the present study
that also dealt with

18

F-labeled PET tracers, we were able to obtain information of the

acquisition time and reconstruction conditions for

18

F-florbetapir and

18

F-flutemetamol

scans with the Discovery-690 PET/CT from the sponsor of the respective clinical trials.
Because those multicenter studies and clinical trials provide evidence of the efficacy of
the PET scans and new tracers, it is desirable for the investigators and sponsors to
publish such information.
One of the limitations of this study may be the difference in the count rate, or

25
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the activity that exists in the brain, between the phantom and the actual clinical
condition. The JSNM phantom procedure ignores this point and only adjusts the
decay-incorporated product of the activity and data acquisition time (number of
disintegration) so that the phantom data for all tracers could be acquired in one scan. To
confirm the influence of activity and acquisition time, we repeatedly scanned a pool
phantom containing

11

C solution as it decayed and found that image noise was almost

constant if the integration of activity and acquisition time is the same. Therefore, we
believe that the phantom containing 40 MBq of 18F and scanned for 65 sec is equivalent
to that with 3 MBq of 11C for 1200 sec, at least using a Discovery-690 PET/CT having a
good count rate characteristic covering that range of count rates. Therefore, we judged
that the present phantom study was validated for assessing the image quality of the
multiple tracers.
Another limitation was simple visual evaluation of human image quality.
Quantitative assessments of human image quality such as contrast and image noise were
not performed because the true value of human images was unknown. In fact, the ADNI
quality control core evaluated not quantitatively but the number of coincidence events,
artifact and header description for human image quality [8]. More rigorous methods
such as receiver-operating-characteristic (ROC) analysis may be suitable for human
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image quality evaluation.

Conclusions
We optimized image reconstruction conditions for brain
18

F-florbetapir and

18

18

F-FDG,

11

C-PiB,

F-flutemetamol PET imaging based on the JSNM phantom test

procedures and criteria. With the optimal reconstruction conditions determined in this
way, sufficient image quality was obtained on the respective human PET images and
stable SUVR was obtained as a quantitative metric of amyloid deposition. This supports
the feasibility of the phantom criteria for standardization and harmonization of brain
18

F-FDG and amyloid PET imaging for multi-center studies.
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TABLE 1

Human imaging protocols for this study and JSNM standards, and estimated brain activity at the start of

scan.

Estimated brain
Injection

Accumulation

activity

time

Radiotracer

Scan time*

activity at the start of
scan

18

F-FDG

185MBq

30min

15min (30min)

20MBq

C-PiB

555MBq

50min

20min (20min)

3MBq

F-florbetapir

370MBq

50min

10min (20min)

12MBq

F-flutemetamol

185MBq

90min

30min (30min)

3MBq

11
18
18

*JSNM standard scan times are noted in parenthesis.
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TABLE 2

Corresponding scan duration to be extracted from the list-mode phantom data for each tracer

Corresponding phantom scan duration*
Radiotracer

Hoffman phantom containing

Pool phantom containing

20 MBq of 18F

40 MBq of 18F

900sec (1800sec)

440sec (855~865sec)

C-PiB

135sec (125~135sec)

65sec (60~70sec)

F-florbetapir

355sec (700~710sec)

175sec (340~350sec)

F-flutemetamol

255sec (245~255sec)

125sec (120~130sec)

18

F-FDG

11
18
18

*JSNM standard phantom scan durations are noted in parenthesis.
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FIGURE 1.
The %contrast (A,C) and coefficient of variation (CV=SD/mean)
(B,D) as a function of the number of iterative updates in the OSEM reconstruction
(A,B) and strength (FWHM) of the post-filter (C,D) measured on the phantom images
acquired in the condition of each tracer. Arrows indicate the optimum values of the
variables (64 updates and 5 mm FWHM filter) that were determined based on the data.
No post-filter was applied to the images of 18F-FDG condition while a post-filter of 5
mm FWHM was applied to the images of the three amyloid tracers.
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FIGURE 2.
The PET images of both Hoffman brain phantom and the pool
phantom obtained acquired in the condition of 18F-FDG, 11C-PiB, 18F-florbetapir and
18
F-flutemetamol PET scan described in Table 1 and reconstructed and post-filtered
with the parameters determined in the present study as they would satisfy the JSNM
phantom image criteria. Based on the phantom data of the present study, phantom
images were reconstructed with 4 iterations and 16 subsets without post-smoothing for
18
F-FDG condition. An additional Gaussian filter of 5 mm FWHM was applied to the
three amyloid conditions. The criteria of %contrast (≥55%), CV (≤15%), spatial
resolution (≤8mm), and SDuROImean (≤0.0249) were satisfied by all images.
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FIGURE 3.
Representative human 18F-FDG, 11C-PiB, 18F-florbetapir and
18
F-flutemetamol PET images acquired in the specific conditions defined in Table 1
and reconstructed with respective optimal conditions determined in the present
phantom study. Sufficient image quality was obtained for all images visually.
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11
FIGURE 4.
C-PiB PET image of an amyloid-positive subject reconstructed with
various iterations and subsets and filtered with 5 mm FWHM Gaussian. As the number
of iterative updates (product of iterations and subsets) increased, the image contrast
increased but the image noise also increased. Red frame indicates the image
reconstructed with the optimal parameters determined by the phantom study.
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FIGURE 5.
The SUVR measured on the 11C-PiB PET images of the 10 subjects
as a function of the number of iterative updates in the reconstruction process. The
SUVR was almost constant above the iterative updates of 60 both for positive (P) and
negative (N) deposition images.
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